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Not For Fundamentalists I've examine Sylvia Browne off and on over the years and usually
found some ideas that resonate with what I believe, especially in "Existence ON THE OTHER
HAND" (which she actually is enjoying now. I recall asking a lot of these questions when I was in
Sunday college as a kid and either I'd get yourself a confused appearance or the instructor
would yell at me for asking an inappropriate question. This reserve is a fascinating look at the
lifestyle of the Christ that is definitely not reflected in the greatly edited and redacted bible. They
also explain why the Roman Catholic Church wished this information covered up. The myth of
the Virgin Birth was fabricated, says Sylvia, to meet certain requirements of several historic
prophecies. Likewise, Jesus' so called "Lost Years" were edited out of contemporary accounts
because he spent them in Egypt, India and Tibet learning from mystics there. But the real
bombshell from Sylvia and her resources on the other side, is due to the Crucifixion and
(alleged) resurrection. She provided it to me when she finished reading it. I experienced
borrowed this reserve from a friend and adored it. If you're open to other ideas, welcome house.
Ispirig and informative This book iss both inspiring and informative! Youcan bekieve or
disbelieve what Sylvi reveals, but her phrases my help you expand your mind and see ew
possibilities, making your life more livable. Very interesting book, especially if you like 'Holy
Bloodstream, Holy Grail' or are interested in the historical parts of the Bible. It was extremely
interesting and answered a lot of queries I acquired about Jesus. I will not spoil the book, apart
from to state Dan Brown's Di Vinci Code tells much the same story. I didn't think it could be all
that interesting but I ended up finishing it in about two days (which is nearly unthinkable for me
because I'm an extremely slow reader). I bought this publication for my mom because she loved
'Holy Bloodstream, Holy Grail'.). I then found out later on that lots of historians got the same
queries and thought that Jesus's life as told in the Bible simply didn't accumulate. (For example,
in those situations all Jews were wedded at a age--sometimes these were arranged marriages.
So, exactly why is it that you under no circumstances hear of Jesus getting married when being
a twenty or thirty-something Jewish bachelor at that time was unthinkable? Though she doesn't
believe in everything she said. It is rather fascinating reading and it also makes a whole lot of
sense. Fascinating! You have to have an open brain when you read this book. It all makes sense.
She clarifies that Mary and Joseph had been of the Royal David range and be _given_ the best
lodgings in virtually any city at any time. The Mystical Lifestyle of Jesus I thoroughly enjoyed
reading this publication. I think if you are interested in this subject, you'll enjoy this book. Four
Stars ok Major Flaw! Make sure you check your details before you print them. On web page 18
and 19, Sylvia says that Jesus and Mary Magdalene was raised as childhood close friends and
even sweethearts, but then on page 184, she highlights that when Jesus and Mary were living in
France, Jesus was 35-36, and Mary was 23-24. It had been actually an vision opener. How could
they will have probably been childhood sweethearts? I mean, by the time she was 5, he would
have been at least 15, and would have left for his travels by that time. It makes no logical feeling.
It's a publication that should be read with a very open mind. I loved this book, it had been really
interesting, but I cannot help but notice one major mistake that Sylvia has made, and you also
need not be well educated in theology or religious beliefs to see it. Is this account of Christ's
lifestyle true or just the revelations of an overactive imagination? I'm amazed noone else has
captured this. Otherwise, it's a very interesting thought. Five Stars If you believe the Di Vinci
Code is good, than you'll this book. The Truth by Sylvia Browne You will not regret getting and
reading about this book about Christs unbelievable life. It provides shocking and historic truths
that will blow you aside.Sorry Sylvia, you really "missed the mark" on this one. So, give it a
chance to sink in when you are reading along.You will love Sylvia's style of writing with her no



non-sense style that she has developed.This book is essential for all to read to see the true and
honest facts on Jesus. Please, be kind to yourself and read this reserve.Though there's some
documentation found in this book, a lot of it is predicated on what Sylvia's spirit guide, Francine,
has informed her.! You would experienced me, if it wasn't for that important error. We'll know
whenever we reach the other Side. gift for my mom My mom loves reading anything from Sylvia
Browne. That said, though, nothing at all seems outlandish, and a lot of things that don't seem
sensible in the Bible are described more thoroughly here.I'm not a huge Sylvia fan, but I love
reading her books, which is one of the better ones. This would make Jesus at least 10 years
older than Mary! Whether it's fact or fiction, it gives a different watch about Jesus' time right here
on earth. It's up to the reader to decide what he wants to believe. I want to believe it's accurate
because I have been troubled by the Bibles inconsistencies and "Christianity" in general.) This
reserve answers that query and more--you reach learn more personal stats about Jesus's
lifestyle. She's a fan still. Very interesting view of Jesus and his existence. Great book in my
opinion. If you are religious beliefs are set in stone, do not browse this publication. It "explains"
lots of things I got always wondered about. I bought this in paperback therefore i could tag it up.
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